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Receive in your heart, child, the Peace that comes from the Kingdom of God, so your spirit may be
fortified and your heart expand, so your consciousness may mature and your being express the
Divine Purpose for your small life.

Allow the impulses of Mercy that descend from Heaven to pierce your cells, your atoms, your
bodies, so that transfiguration may be a reality in your consciousness.

Allow a Higher Love to awaken the true meaning of love in you, so that you no longer measure
events according to your small understanding, but rather according to the Grace of Divine Mercy.
Only in this way will you be capable of experiencing forgiveness, unconditional love and Christic
charity in the face of the most lost souls and the hearts most submerged in darkness.

Allow merciful prayer to be a bridge for you to the Heart of God, and in this way, with your
consciousness immersed in the Creator, you can not only feel His Love, but know it; know where
Divine Wisdom comes from, from what principle the Discernment of God comes, what moves it,
how His Spiritual Nature works.

To know God and His Divine Nature, child, to be immersed in His Science and live according to the
action of His Rays, the first step is to open the heart, and the second, to pray with an open heart, to
enter into a profound dialogue with the Creator, allowing both word and silence be present so that
you know how to speak, but also know how to listen.

This is the science of contemplation: when the being crosses the bridge that joins with God, through
prayer, and submerges its spirit in the Creator so that, passing beyond the levels of dialogue, it
penetrates the mysteries of unity and comes to know God.

This, child, is the path upon which the Sacred Hearts are guiding humanity. And to live it is not
synonymous with perfection or the absence of miseries and conflicts; knowing God is, beyond the
miseries, imperfections or conflicts that are part of material life, allowing the consciousness to have
its priorities in the Higher Life, in unity with the Creator, in the permanent striving to live according
to His Divine Nature, according to what He Is.

And so it is that, step by step, slowly, hearts cross the thresholds and enter into new laws, where
unity with the Divine can be a more palpable and profound reality, where the human condition is
transformed and reveals the divine condition, where the likeness to God emerges and true life comes
to light, a manifestation of Divine Thought.

It is then, child, that only here will you understand God's Purpose, and His Thought will find
meaning in your small thought, and His Love will find expansion in your small love.

Walk toward that Purpose, trusting in the guidance of the Sacred Hearts, praying with the heart open
and listening lovingly to each of Our Words.
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You have My blessing for this.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


